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This article examines “okay” deployed as an assessment of student
performance in parent–teacher conference interactions.1 For these confer-
ences, teachers invite parents and caregivers to the school campus to
discuss how students are “doing” in their classes, assessing and evaluat-
ing2 student progress in multiple, discrete areas. Participants orient to
these conference interactions as occasions in and through which they de-
termine if students require remediation.3 As a resource used to assess how
students are doing, “okay” is directly and overtly relevant to and for the
parties and the activities in which they are engaged.

Much of the previous work on “okay” has focused upon its usage as a
sequence closing or acknowledgment token (Beach, 1993, 2001; Condon,
2001; Goffman, 1976; Guthrie, 1997; Kovarsky, 1989; Levin & Gray,
1983).4 In particular, Beach (1993) found this type of “okay” to be recog-
nized by speakers and their interlocutors as transitionally relevant, respon-
sive to prior talk while simultaneously setting up next-positioned matters.
Although instances of “okay” deployed as an acknowledgment token ap-
pear throughout the data presented in this article, this particular investiga-
tion focuses exclusively upon the use of “okay” as an assessment.

To illustrate the distinction between these usages of “okay,” consider
the following data extract taken from a parent–teacher conference in which
both usages are deployed in close sequential proximity to one another:

(0) [3.TR.03.24.00]5

1 M: And Justin did oka: [:y,
2 T: [Uh huh?= 
3 M: =O[kay. 
4 T: [Uh huh?
5 M: [Okay.
6 T: [ºYeah.º

At lines 3 and 5, M deploys “okay” (twice) as a transitional sequence clos-
ing token. It is, however, M’s usage of “okay” as an assessment of student
performance at line 1 that is the focus of the present analysis. 

Previous treatment of “okay” as an assessment has focused particularly
upon its delivery as a response to the “howareyou” question in ordinary
conversation (Jefferson, 1980; Sacks, 1975; Schegloff, 1986). Exploring
“okay” as a practical assessment device in the distinctive setting of the par-
ent–teacher conference, however, this article examines the use of “okay”
as an assessment deployed in sequential positions, and accomplishing 
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interactional jobs, that are analytically distinct from those responsive to
the “howareyou” question.

The data for this study are drawn from a corpus of 35 video- and au-
diotaped parent–teacher conference interactions gathered and transcribed
by the author from spring 2000 through fall 2002. Within these conference
interactions, “okay” is deployed as an assessment of student performance
by parents and caregivers in two sequential positions. It is deployed as a
first-pair part action, delivered in a yes/no-type interrogative or syntacti-
cally declarative form with an upward intonation contour requesting
teacher confirmation or correction of “okay” as a candidate assessment of
a student. “Okay” is also deployed as a formulation or candidate formula-
tion of parent understanding of prior teacher assessment(s) of the student,
also frequently requesting teacher confirmation or correction of “okay.”
When deployed by teachers, “okay” is most often delivered in initial posi-
tion as a summary assessment reporting to parents how students are doing
in a particular subject area. Teachers may also deploy it as a type of global
summary assessment or formulation delivered toward the end of se-
quences or conference interactions.

The primary goal of this investigation is to document and describe partic-
ipants’ orientation to and understanding of “okay” as an assessment, thereby
elucidating what is being done by a speaker who terms a student’s perform-
ance “okay” and a recipient who either accepts it or resists it so termed. Data
are presented to demonstrate that “okay” participates as a value in two distinct
metrics of assessment, with analysis revealing parties’ organized, systematic
means of recognizing which metric is being made relevant in and through their
talk on a local, moment-by-moment basis. These findings complement and ex-
tend prior work on “okay” and previous conversation analytic research on as-
sessments.

“OKAY” AS A BINARY METRIC VALUE

Unexplicated “Okay”: No Further Discussion Required

The simplest instances of “okay” usage in parent–teacher conference
discussions are those delivered and received as unexplicated assessments
of student performance. Parties deploy unexplicated “okay” as a stand-
alone assessment, that is, without intonational, prosodical, or lexical
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qualification or adjustment.6 These occur in local sequential environments
in which both parents and teachers are oriented to and collaborating in se-
quence closure.

Example 1 is an instance of this type of unexplicated “okay.” Leading
up to the talk shown next, the teacher (T) has been presenting documentary
evidence to the mother (M) as a means of demonstrating the focal fourth-
grade student’s difficulty with writing. At lines 1 through 3, T can be seen
winding down her offer of suggestions about how M can help the student
at home by creating “opportunities” for him to practice writing:

(1) [8.ES.12.10.01]

1 T: tch! So there’s another, (0.3)
2 M: Opportunit [y.Yeah.
3 T: [Opportunity.ºYeah.º=
4 M: =Okay.=
5 T: → =.hh So. (0.2) U:h social science? We’re doin’ oka:y in,
6 (0.5)
7 T: Sc::ienc:e? (0.6)

The videotape of this exchange shows that, during the talk spanning from
lines 1 through 4, T pulls out the next page of documentation of the stu-
dent’s performance, which she then presents to and assesses for M at 
line 5. Just as T names the subject area addressed by this document as “so-
cial science,” she places the document in front of M. 

T assesses the student’s performance by saying, “social science?
We’re doin’ oka:y in,” just as she visibly begins to search for and pull out
the document corresponding to the next subject area to be discussed (re-
vealed at line 7 as “science”). T delivers this assessment of the student
with continuing, list-type intonation, strongly conveying that she intends
to proceed onto the next subject matter for discussion, in this case, science.
Inspection of the videotape reveals that, during the 0.5-sec silence at line
6, M is looking down at the social science document, her lips pursed to-
gether tightly, declining to produce any form of uptake or move to expand
this “okay” assessment into a more substantial sequence. By the time T an-
nunciates her next agenda item, “Sc::ienc:e?” at line 7, it appears that both
coparticipants are already oriented to this next topic, without needing to
unpack, deliberate, or further topicalize the subject area that the student is
“doin’ oka:y in.” For these coparticipants, the fact that the student is doing
“okay” in a particular subject area clearly indicates that there is no need for
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further discussion or comment about that area. This is an instance of the
coparticipants demonstrating through their actions their shared under-
standing that no intervention, in the form of discussion about remedial at-
tention for the student, is required.

Example 2 provides another instance of “okay” delivered and received
as an unexplicated assessment of student performance; this time it is de-
livered by a parent.7 The conference discussion from which Example 2 is
excerpted is primarily focused upon M’s son Kevin. M invokes her other
son Justin in passing, just as their discussion of Kevin’s science fair proj-
ect presentation is being brought to a close in part by T’s summative as-
sessment at lines 1, 2 and 4. (The following data extract is an extended ver-
sion of Example 0.)

(2) [3.TR.03.24.00] (Lines 5–10 were previously presented as Example 0.)

1 T: But yea:h.>Tha- I mean, (.) that would- I 
2 would say ‘at was one uh thuh better, (0.5)
3 M: .hhh    [Oh goo(h):d.hhhh       [Okay.
4 T: [um  presentations (.)   [thet we ha:d.
5 M: → And Justin did oka:[:y,
6 T: [Uh huh?=
7 M: =O[kay. 
8 T: [Uh huh?
9 M: [Okay.

10 T: [ºYeah.º

At line 5, M offers “okay” as a candidate assessment of Justin’s perform-
ance on his science fair presentation for T to confirm and accept or correct
and reject (see Pomerantz, 1988). At lines 6 and 8, T confirms and accepts
M’s usage of “okay,” saying, “Uh huh? Uh huh?” and then reconfirms at
line 10 by saying “ºYeah.º” The turns of M and T at lines 7 through 10 do
not project further within-sequence talk beyond themselves and ultimately
serve to close down this sequence about Justin.8

The coparticipants’ collaboration in closing down this sequence serves
as evidence of their orientation to the “okay” assessment of the student’s per-
formance as indicating that they need not discuss remedial intervention for
the student in that area. M and T are aligned in moving for sequence closure
upon T’s acceptance and confirmation of M’s candidate assessment “okay.”
This demonstrates their shared understanding that, given the fact that the
student “did okay,” no further discussion about that topic is required.
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As seen in Examples 1 and 2, an “okay” assessment of student perform-
ance can have sequential and interactional consequences. It is demonstrably
produced and understood by the parties to carry the import of “no further dis-
cussion required” about the students in those particular subject areas—dis-
cussion which recurrently revolves around the activity of strategizing reme-
dial intervention. Thus, in the exemplars presented above, a speaker who
terms a student’s performance “okay” and a recipient who accepts it so
termed are establishing that nothing more needs to be said or done regarding
that particular topic or subject area. This action recurrently leads to sequence
closure. What is implicit in the parties’ usage of “okay” in Examples 1 and 2
is that if a student’s performance is assessed as not “okay,” then it necessitates
or mandates discussion. In this discussion, the parties search for or deliver ac-
counts for why and how this is so and strategize remedial intervention.
Whereas both of these examples involve parties tacitly demonstrating, body-
behaviorally and sequentially, their orientation to and understanding of
“okay,” parties can go beyond this tacit demonstration, revealing how they
understand “okay” as an assessment of student performance through their
own explication.

Explicated “Okay”: A “No Problem” Summary Assessment

Through their own explication, parties to these conference interactions
can reveal how it is they understand “okay” in its local sequential and inter-
actional context, thus making analytically available what they are doing by
terming a student’s performance “okay.” In the following exchanges, copar-
ticipants explicate the meaning they attribute to and derive from “okay” by
invoking that with which “okay” is apparently synonymous and equi-valent
and/or that from which “okay” is apparently differentiated yet equi-valent.9

Example 3 involves an instance of “okay” usage that is very similar to
Example 1, but here the teacher builds an additional, intermediate step into her
assessment of the student’s performance between naming the subject area that
she is presenting to the student’s grandmother (GM) and assessing it as “okay.”
In lines 1 through 5, T and GM are bringing to a close a sequence in which they
are discussing the focal fourth-grade student’s difficulty with writing:

(3) [7.ES.12.10.01]

1 T: Especially as it relates tih thuh sta:ndards.
2 (.)
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3 T: That we have. [For writing. 
4 GM: [pt!ºOkay.º
5 T: Because they’re pretty hi:gh.
6 T: → .h U:m spelling¿ That’s: no problem, We’re doin’ okay
7 there,
8 (.)
9 T: U#m::. (1.0) Here i::s (0.8) thuh fourth grade social

10 studies.
11 GM: U[h hu:h.

At lines 6 and 7, T assesses the student’s performance in spelling by stating
that it is “no problem” immediately before she delivers the assessment,
“We’re doin’ okay there.” By foreshadowing her “okay” assessment with
the characterization that spelling is “no problem” for the student, T is ex-
plicating the import she attributes to and intends her interlocutor GM to de-
rive from “okay.” T treats “no problem” as synonymous with and equi-valent
to “okay” in this local interactional and sequential context (perhaps to con-
trast with the preceding talk where GM and T had been discussing an area
in which the student is having difficulty or problems). Much like Example
1, both GM and T appear to be body-behaviorally and sequentially oriented
to moving on to the next subject area to be discussed subsequent to T’s de-
livery of the “no problem = okay” assessment of the student. In Example 3,
however, we see that, coupled with the coparticipants’ tacit treatment of T’s
“okay” assessment of the focal student’s performance in spelling as not re-
quiring any sequential expansion (evidenced by GM declining to produce
vocal uptake at line 8 and T moving on to the next subject area for assess-
ment and discussion at lines 9–10), “okay” is also being explicated by T as
indicating an absence of problems.

Example 4 provides an instance of explicated “okay” delivered by a
parent. Leading up to the talk shown next, M has expressed concern about
her sixth-grade son’s behavior in T’s class. T subsequently assures M that
the student has been “fine” and has shown “a lot of improvement,” to
which M responds by explaining that she checks her son daily before he
goes to school to prevent him from taking contraband (toys and other
distractions) with him to class. At line 1 in Example 4, M requests confir-
mation from T that the student is “not disruptive.”

(4) [3.TR.03.24.00]

1 M: .hhhh And um: (.) he’s- he’s not disruptive [er-
2 T: [Hm mm.
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3 M: O[kay.
4 T: [tch! Um: I have a troub- cup- trouble with a couple 
5 other ones, (.) but he’s not thuh ones,=
6 M: =I’m amazed. I’m [relie::ved. Huh huh .hhhhh
7 T: [Yeah.He’s TOtally improved. I mean he’s-=
8 M: =I’m re[lieved.
9 T: [it’s like he’s matur:::ed, and kinda knows what

10 his [role ih- at least in [cla:ss.=
11 M: [Okay. [.hhh
12 M: =I think what it is is I think if he likes thuh teacher? 
13 T: Mmmm.
14 M: → Then: he does ok(h)ay.
15 T: M[mhm. Mmhm.
16 M: [ºAn if he doesn’t then: cause he is having problems
17 other- [in other cla:sses. hih hih=
18 T: [Mmhm.
19 T: =Which I he:ar.
20 M: Ye[ah.

In response to M’s inquiry and confirmation request about her son’s in-
class behavior (line 1), T promptly delivers a confirming, preferred re-
sponse, aligning with M by saying “Hm mm” (delivered as a “no”). At lines
4 through 10, T expands and elaborates upon her response, demonstrating
that she recognizes M’s inquiry as a legitimate question to ask about her
son by explaining, “I have a troub- cup- trouble with a couple other ones,
(.) but he’s not thuh ones.” M receives this favorable report from T with
amazement and relief (lines 6 and 8), during and after which T continues
her response by describing how the student has “improved” and
“matur:::ed” (lines 7 and 9–10), attributing the student’s lack of disrup-
tiveness to improvement. This works to reference the student’s past behav-
ior troubles or problems. In and through her talk, T is displaying her orien-
tation toward the student’s in-class behavior as currently not in need of
further improvement and therefore not necessitating further discussion
about remedial intervention (though at the same time she is indexing that
the student had required such intervention in the past by stating that he has
“TOtally improved”). It is likely that the student’s improved behavior is at
least in part a consequence of past and ongoing remedial intervention ef-
forts described by M leading up to the start of this data extract (noted in the
preceding paragraph).

At line 12, M begins offering her own account of why the student has
improved in T’s class, explaining, “I think what it is is I think if he likes
thuh teacher? Then: he does ok(h)ay. ºAn if he doesn’t then: cause he is
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having problems other- in other cla:sses.” Within this account for the stu-
dent, spanning lines 12 through 17, M explicates what she means by
“okay” as an assessment of her child by contrasting it with the differenti-
ated yet equi-valent assessment “having problems.” M contrasts the condi-
tions under which her son “does ok(h)ay”—conditions she implies are met
in T’s class—with the alternative state of affairs that results when those
conditions are not met (such as in the student’s “other cla:sses”). Saying
“cause he is having problems other- in other cla:sses” at lines 16 and 17,
M emphasizes “is” (which works to refer back to “disruptive” in line 1) as
a contrast with “he does ok(h)ay” at line 14. M thus conveys that, to her,
the student is doing “okay” when he is not “having problems” in his
classes (and by implication is therefore not in need of remedial interven-
tion) and likewise is not doing “okay” when he is having problems (and by
implication is therefore in need of remedial intervention).

In this exchange, M deploys “okay” in contrast to its stated alterna-
tive, “having problems,” which is used by M in this local sequential and in-
teractional context as synonymous with and equi-valent to the implied al-
ternative to “okay”: “not okay.” In doing this, M conveys her orientation to
“okay” as being the better of two alternatives or values (“okay” = not hav-
ing problems/“not okay” = having problems) within a binary metric of
student assessment.

Looking again at the previous example, it is possible to see that T in 
Example 3 is also employing this type of binary metric to assess the student’s
performance. Explicating “okay” by reference to the absence of problems, 
T appears to be implicitly conveying her orientation to “okay” as participat-
ing, within that local sequential and interactional context, in a two-valued
metric of student assessment (“okay” = no problem/“not okay” = problem).

The next example provides further evidence of parties’ orientation to
this binary metric. In Example 5, T launches the business of the confer-
ence interaction by delivering a pre-announcement (seen at lines 1–3),
stating that he has the focal student’s “A B sixty five” grade (“AB–65” is a
standardized writing test). After M’s “↑Oh,” and simultaneous with M’s
go-ahead to continue (line 5), T announces the seventh-grade student’s test
score, “So he gotta ni:ne,” and then assesses that score, “that’s very good”
(lines 6–7). A micropause occurs at line 8, a space in which M could have,
but does not, uptake T’s delivery of the student’s AB–65 score plus assess-
ment. This appears to prompt T to ask M if she knows “how they score” the
test. T proceeds to deliver a detailed description of the rubric, providing
the significance and meaning of each possible individual test score. (For
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economy’s sake, most of this description has been omitted. It is relevant to
note that the student’s score of a “ni:ne” is a combined total score com-
prised of two independent readers’ scores.)

(5) [2.TR.03.22.00]

1 T: =O:[hkay. Wel[l I(‘ve) got his A B=
2 M: [º(Oh-)º    [<O  k a  y,>
3 T: =sixty five grade¿
4 (0.5)
5 M: ↑Oh [okay. ‘cause I haven’t s:een tha::t.
6 T: [So he gotta ni:ne,
7 And tha:t’s u:h (.) .hh that’s very good.
8 (.)
9 T: >Thu#h- eh- eh- D’yih know how they score tha:t, were you:

10 (.) You weren’t here [fer thuh rubric.
.
. ((35 lines of explanation of rubric omitted))
.
11 T: [An then a two::, one er a zero .hhh 
12 demonstrates some <major (.) problems.>
13 M: Uh huh,=
14 T: =Thet need- y’know need assistance. .hh=
15 M: =O:[ka::y.
16 T: [So if he had scored a combi:ned total of fi:ve he
17 would’ve ha::d .hh (.) he w- b- recommended (0.3) at 
18 least to be looked at fer summer schoo:l.
19 M: Ri::ght. Oka:y.
20 T: [U::h depending on whe-
21 M: → [So at this point in time we’re ok(h)a[::y.
22 T: [>Yeah. 

At lines 11 through 14, T is reaching the end of his description of each 
individual test score, explaining that a score of 2 or less “demonstrates
some <major (.) problems.> Thet need- y’know need assistance.” Then at
lines 16 through 18, T offers a hypothetical scenario, explaining that if the
student had received “a combi:ned total of fi:ve” (which of course he did
not; the focal student received a score of 9), “he would’ve ha::d .hh (.) he
w- b- recommended (0.3) at least to be looked at fer summer schoo:l.” In
and through his talk, T is making explicit what the parties in previous ex-
amples have invoked more implicitly: problems in or with a student’s per-
formance need assistance (i.e., some type of remedial intervention). In this
example, T states one specific type of remedial intervention by explicating
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his previous mentioning of “assistance” (at line 14) with his invocation of
“summer schoo:l” (line 18). Though T does not explicitly use an
“okay”/“not okay” binary metric here, the invocation of assistance and
summer school as the fate of students who score 5 or less on the AB–65
test (and thus demonstrate that they have some major problems) is tanta-
mount to remedial intervention.

With her talk at line 21, however, M appears to be making an “okay”/
“not okay” binary metric relevant. Armed with the knowledge of the
meaning of each numerical score as described by T (including the score of
an average paper—an individual score of 3 or combined score of 6—omit-
ted from the above excerpt), the knowledge of her own son’s score (re-
ported to her at line 6), and T’s assessment of that score as “very good”
(line 7), M delivers her own formulation of her son’s test score: “So at this
point in time we’re ok(h)a::y.”

By beginning her utterance at line 21 with a turn-initial “so,” M is mark-
ing or constructing her talk as an attempt to extract the upshot of T’s pre-
ceding talk. M is offering her own interpretation and understanding of the
sum total of T’s preceding assessments, boiling them down into a summary
assessment reflecting the most relevant information to M: the student (and
by association, M and perhaps the family as a whole, as indexed by M’s use
of the “we” pronoun) is currently (“at this point in time”) “okay.” M is us-
ing “okay” to move for or propose sequence closure, demonstrating her
orientation to and understanding of a mutually ratified “okay” assessment
of the student’s performance in this particular subject area as not requiring
further sequential expansion. In this local sequential and interactional con-
text, M is also deploying “okay” to demonstrate to T her understanding,
via formulation, that her son’s performance on the AB–65 test indicates no
problems and, as a consequence, requires no remedial intervention (e.g.,
summer school). Thus, in this exchange, M is employing a two-valued met-
ric of student assessment (“okay” = no problems/“not okay” = problems).10

In Examples 3, 4, and 5, parties have been seen explicating “okay” by
reference to the presence or absence of problems, explicitly terming a stu-
dent’s performance “okay” when it indicates no problem(s) and therefore
no need for discussion about remedial intervention. While deploying
“okay” as the better of two possible values within a binary metric, the par-
ties have thus far only implicitly invoked its alternative co-class member,
“not okay.” The next example provides evidence that parties can also
demonstrate their orientation to this binary metric of student assessment
by more explicitly invoking both of its participant values.
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In Example 6, T is explaining to M that she includes her fourth-grade
students’ class work scores in her reading grade because class work neces-
sitates reading directions and stories:

(6) [15.ES.12.11.01]

1 T: So, (.) that kinda thi:ng, Sometimes it’s comprehension:,
2 sometimes it’s writing skills.
3 M: Mmhm,
4 T: (But I thing-) I think it’s: pretty much a reading grade.
5 T: → .hh So ↑some of ‘em he did okay on, ºsome of ‘em he 
6 didn’t. U:m,º=
7 M: =Yeah.Okay.(H[m)
8 T: [Let’s see what page nine was. ºJust 
9 real quick.º=

10 M: =(Righty.)

At lines 5 and 6, T delivers a summary assessment of the focal student’s
class work scores, explicitly making relevant both values within a binary
metric of student assessment. Rather than solely deploying an “okay” as-
sessment to convey that she and her interlocutor M need not further discuss
this student’s performance within this subject area taken as a whole (as
seen in previous examples), T deploys both values from the binary metric
“did okay”/“didn’t” (do “okay”). Here T is working on a level of granular-
ity finer than the subject area (cf. Schegloff, 2000a). T instead subdivides
this subject area (the student’s class work) into two categories, separating
those class work assignments that they need to attend to and discuss from
those they need not discuss. Subsequent to her talk at lines 5 and 6, T pro-
ceeds to discuss and display for M only those class work assignments on
which the student “didn’t” do “okay,” an action with which M collaborates.
Through their ensuing focus only upon the assignments on which the
student “didn’t” do “okay” (lines 8–10 and beyond), both T and M demon-
strate their joint orientation to the necessity to discuss those areas that are
“not okay” and thus require remedial attention and intervention. Likewise,
they demonstrate their joint understanding that those areas assessed as
“okay” require no such discussion (or further sequential expansion).

The data presented thus far have shown parties deploying “okay” as
the better of two alternative values participating in a binary metric, using
it as a resource in and through which they deliver summary assessments of
student performance. Whether deployed as an unexplicated assessment
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demonstrably produced and understood by the parties to carry the sequen-
tial and interactional import of “no further discussion required” about stu-
dents in particular subject areas (discussion which recurrently revolves
around the activity of strategizing remedial intervention), or deployed as an
assessment explicated by the parties via invocation of that with which it is ap-
parently synonymous and equi-valent or that from which it is apparently dif-
ferentiated yet equi-valent, “okay” is directly and overtly relevant to and 
for the parties and the activities in which they are engaged within these 
parent–teacher conference interactions.

In revealing how it is that they understand this assessment, parties
make analytically available what it is that they are doing by terming a stu-
dent’s performance “okay.” In Examples 2 and 5, parents offer “okay” (in
grammatically declarative form) as a candidate summary assessment of the
students’ performance in specified subject areas, displaying their own un-
derstandings of how their children are doing in their classes and inviting 
the teachers to confirm and agree with their assessments. Securing an
agreement and confirmation from the teachers, the parents are able to walk
away from these conference interactions with the summary, “bottom-line”
(idiomatically speaking) understanding that their children require no reme-
dial intervention. In a variation on this display of summary understanding,
the parent in Example 4 offers an account of the conditions under which she
thinks her child does “okay” and alternatively those under which he “has
problems” (in terms of his in-class behavior). She reports on contingencies
that bear upon how her child is doing but are beyond her recipient’s purview
(M is reporting to T which teachers her son likes and dislikes and how her
son is behaving in other teachers’ classes—information to which T may not
have access or epistemic rights; cf. Heritage & Raymond, 2002). As seen in
Examples 1, 3, and 6, when used by teachers, “okay” similarly works to
provide a “bottom-line” type of no-problem summary assessment to parents
about how the students are doing, conveying to them that they need not
intervene with remedial attention (in general or in a specified subject area
or sub-area). For if the student is assessed as doing “okay,” teachers treat
this as requiring no further discussion. This function of “okay” enables
teachers to proceed to the next matter within conference interactions.

Thus, in the preceding examples, the parties have been seen systemat-
ically terming a student’s performance “okay” to establish that nothing
more needs to be said or done (no further discussion or remedial interven-
tion is required) in general or regarding a specified subject area or 
sub-area. This action works to propose sequence closure. 
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A DIFFERENT(IATED) METRIC

With the findings of the previous sections in mind, consider the fol-
lowing data extract (an extended version of Example 6):

(7) [15.ES.12.11.01] (Lines 18–27 were previously presented as Example 6.)

1 T: So::, Yeah.He’s doing well there.
2 M: Mm: h[m:,
3 T: → [In thuh class work? He’s doing okay. Um, .hh (.)
4 <ºWhat I guess s:ome uh thuhº> LAb sheets, hm-. >Thuh<
5 Lab sheets ar:e u:h the:se¿ º(Now/Ah) see he didn’t do
6 well on that one.º .hh 
7 (1.2) ((T turns to find supporting example documents))
8 T: (ºThere.º)
9 (0.9)((T reaches for and picks up book/documents))

10 T: tch! It’s just class work.An’ I put into my reading
11 grade.Because they do have to read directions,it is 
12 based on some uh thuh stories we rea:d¿= 
13 M: =Mmhm,=
14 T: =In class, [.hh U:m,
15 M: [tch! So these are jus’ copied off¿
16 T: eYe:ah.=
17 M: =Mmhm,
18 T: So, (.) that kinda thi:ng, Sometimes it’s comprehension:,
19 sometimes it’s writing skills. 
20 M: Mmhm,
21 T: (But I thing-) I think it’s: pretty much a reading grade.
22 T: .hh So ↑some of ‘em he did okay on, ºsome of ‘em he 
23 didn’t. U:m,º=
24 M: =Yeah.Okay.(H[m)
25 T: [Let’s see what page nine was. ºJust 
26 real quick.º=
27 M: =(Righty.)

At line 3, T says, “In thuh class work? He’s doing okay,” delivering this
assessment of the student’s performance by employing a turn design format
similar to that seen in previous examples (e.g., Example 1). Unlike previous
examples, however, T’s deployment of this “okay” assessment is not treated
by T as indicating that there is no need for further discussion or comment
about that area. Rather than moving on to the next subject area for discus-
sion, T “stays on” or keeps open this topic of the student’s class work
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subsequent to her “okay” assessment (at line 3). She works to provide an ac-
count to M for how the student is, and came to be assessed by T as doing
“okay.”

T and M are sitting side by side, both looking down at T’s grade book
when, at the beginning of line 3, T points with her pen to the end result of
how the student is doing in “class work,” which she then subsequently as-
sesses verbally with “He’s doing okay.” At line 4, T can be seen moving her
pen, tracing the student’s performance on his individual class work assign-
ments back through time in her grade book. T appears to be doing looking
at or pointing to the individual class work grades and scores that led or
added up to the student’s end result and T’s assessment of it as “okay.” With
her statement at lines 5 and 6, “º(Now/Ah) see he didn’t do well on that
oneº” (if not before), T makes it clear that she is looking for and selecting
to articulate the assignments on which the student did not do well. But why
does T do this if the student is doing “okay?” If parties orient to “okay” as
the better of two alternative values participating in a binary metric which
they deploy as a means of establishing that no further discussion or reme-
dial intervention is required, then why does T treat this assessment, situated
within its local sequential and interactional context, as accountable?

The answer to this question can be found within the very local se-
quential and interactional environment in which T’s “okay” assessment at
line 3 is embedded. Indeed, T’s sequence expansion beyond her assessment
utterance at line 3 appears to be because of and directly attributable to this
local sequential and interactional context.

Immediately prior to delivering her “okay” assessment of the student’s
performance in class work at line 3, T delivers a summary, sequence-
closing assessment and formulation of the previous topic that M and T had
been discussing by saying at line 1, “So::, Yeah.He’s doing well there.” 
(T and M have been discussing how the student is doing in the different
sub-areas which comprise the student’s more global reading grade: the first
sub-area is the student’s performance on quizzes, and the second sub-area is
his performance on literature circles. It is the student’s performance on these
literature circles that is being formulated and assessed with the summary 
assessment delivered by T at line 1.) By terming the student’s performance
in one reading sub-area as indicating that he is doing well in her immedi-
ately preceding turn at talk (line 1), T creates a proximal, local interactional
and sequential context in which to hear her next assessment and more
specifically, in which to hear how her next assessment of another reading
sub-area (delivered at line 3) ranks relative to her prior assessment. 
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T’s assessment utterance at line 1 provides a signpost guiding, constrain-
ing, and informing how her recipient M and T herself both hear and 
understand T’s assessment utterance, “He’s doing okay.” Rather than being
straightforwardly understandable as the better of two alternative values
participating in a binary metric (“okay” vs. “not okay”), T’s “okay” at line 3
is hearable and understandable as a relatively downgraded, lower posi-
tioned assessment participating, at this moment, within a gradated metric
of assessment—a metric in which it ranks lower in value than “well.”
Demonstrating her orientation to this gradated metric, T works to provide
an account for why and how it is that the student is doing “okay” (or by im-
plication, why and how it is that the student is doing just “okay”) rather
than “well” on his class work. T does this subsequent to her delivery of this
“okay” assessment, thereby displaying her own sensitivity to and under-
standing of “okay” as being hearable, in this particular interactional and
sequential context, as a downgraded assessment relative to “well.”

Example 7 thus provides evidence, along with the other examples,
that “okay” participates in two distinct metrics of student assessment: a bi-
nary metric in which it participates as the better of two alternative values
(“okay” vs. “not okay”) and a gradated metric in which it participates as
one discrete value or “tick” within a larger, graduated set or universe of
assessments. It is to this gradated metric, and how parties situate “okay”
within it, that the analysis now turns.11

“OKAY” AS A GRADATED METRIC VALUE

If “okay” participates as a value in two distinct metrics, one binary
and one gradated, then parties must have some organized, systematic
means of recognizing which metric is being used and made relevant in and
through their talk on a local, moment-by-moment basis.

Indeed, they do. One resource that parties have available to accom-
plish this recognition is their default orientation to “okay” as the better of
two alternative values participating in a binary metric. Parties clearly
demonstrate this default orientation on occasions in which “okay” is
delivered and received as an unexplicated assessment, for it is their de-
fault orientation that provides for the mutual intelligibility and ratifica-
tion of “okay” as indicating that no intervention (in the form of discus-
sion about remedial attention for the student) is required. Parties also
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orient to “okay” as a value participating in a binary metric when “okay”
is delivered in close, local interactional and sequential proximity to other
assessments which they treat as equi-valent to “okay.” This is done in in-
stances in which parties explicate the meaning they attribute to and de-
rive from “okay” (by invoking that with which “okay” is apparently syn-
onymous and equi-valent and that from which “okay” is apparently
differentiated yet equi-valent).

It is only when parties deploy “okay” in close, local interactional and
sequential proximity to other assessments which are treated as upgraded or
downgraded relative to “okay” that this default is overridden, giving way
to a gradated metric which the parties make relevant by interactionally sit-
uating “okay” within a more graduated universe of student assessment.12

Thus, parties seem to know which metric they are using at any given mo-
ment by being sensitive (as they always are) to their local interactional 
environment, monitoring for other assessments that may be hearable as
upgraded or downgraded relative to “okay.” If these other relatively 
upgraded or downgraded assessments are not present in the immediately
surrounding talk, “okay” appears to be produced and understood as part of
a binary metric. On the other hand, if these other relatively upgraded or
downgraded assessments are present (as in Example 7 and in the follow-
ing data), then “okay” is produced, heard, and understood relative to other
values within a gradated metric of assessment.

For further evidence of how coparticipants make this gradated metric
of student assessment relevant, consider Example 8. Here a conference
interaction between the teacher (T), mother (M), and father (F) of the stu-
dent is winding down. At line 2, T’s “that” refers to a detailed report card
that the coparticipants have been discussing throughout their conference:

(8) [6.ES.12.10.01]

1 T: So, (1.0) As always. If you have- (.) you know, if you 
2 look through that an’ go “N#o:w explain this
3 to me ‘cause I don’t understand.” (0.4)
4 Um:: (.) (Now) just, (1.5) let me
5 know.ºE-mail me::,[(whatever.)º
6 M: [<Khhh!’m still in sh↑ock.hh>
7 (1.2)
8 M: ººWow.ºº ((whispered))
9 T: → >Just keep in mind.She’s doin’ okay.< An’ Cs

10 a[re okay.=
11 M: [I know.
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12 F: =Meets most standard[s.
13 T: [Meets most standards. 
14 M: [I mean I realize that, Daniel.But
15 we’re not used to: (.) seeing her just meeting sta#:ndards.
16 (0.6)
17 F: ºI know.º But this is fourth grade now.

After having presented and walked through the major points of the stu-
dent’s report card throughout their conference, T is beginning to move for
conference closure at lines 1 through 5 by gathering up her grade book and
other assorted documents while extending an offer to M and F to further
explain or clarify any part of the report card at a later time. At lines 6
through 8, M shakes her head laterally as she looks down at the report card,
conveying her disappointment in the student’s grades as she says
“<Khhh!’m still in sh↑οck.hh> (1.2) ººWow.ºº” Working to end the con-
ference interaction on an “up” note (Pillet, 2001), T offers “>Just keep in
mind. She’s doin’ okay.< An’ Cs are okay” as a reassuring response to M’s
expressed disappointment. T deploys “okay” as the better of two alterna-
tive values participating in a binary metric. Indeed, it is the very “binary-
ness” of the default metric T is invoking with this global summary assess-
ment that enables the coparticipants (and subsequently analysts) to hear
and understand T’s utterance at lines 9 and 10 as “doing reassuring.” By
terming the student’s performance “okay,” T is both proposing sequence
and conference closure and conveying to M and F that they need not dis-
cuss the student’s performance further because remedial intervention is
not required.

In this exchange, only two of the three coparticipants are aligned in
their willingness to accept and ratify “okay” deployed in this default way,
as a binary assessment of the student’s performance indicating that no
further discussion is required. At line 12, F aligns and agrees with T’s as-
sessment at lines 9 and 10 by pointing out the equi-valent translation of the 
C letter grades (which T has just assessed as being “okay”) on the student’s
report card to M: “Meets most standards.” T corroborates this action at line
13 by reiterating “Meets most standards.” At lines 14 and 15, however, M
resists accepting or ratifying as relevant the default binary metric employed
by T and F, directly challenging her husband’s proclamation that the student
is “meeting most standards” and thus doing “okay.” M does this by saying,
“I mean I realize that, Daniel. But we’re not used to: (.) seeing her just meet-
ing sta#:ndards.” By delivering this challenge with an invocation of a type
of norm for the student (“we’re not used to:”) and adding the word “just” to
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downgrade her own rendition of “meeting standards” (as if to say “only,”
“merely,” or “deserving nothing more positive than” the assessment “meet-
ing standards,” conveying that “meeting standards” is somehow insufficient
or inadequate), M appears to be problematizing the “meeting” versus “not
meeting (most) standards” binary metric that F and T use as an explication
of “okay” in this exchange (saying just “meeting standards” in this case
seems tantamount to M saying just doing “okay”). M is doing interactional
work to override the default binary metric previously employed and insisted
upon by T and F by deploying a downgraded version of “okay”/“meeting
standards” in close, local interactional and sequential proximity to the
“okay” and equi-valent-to-“okay” assessments by T and F (at lines 9–10
and 12–13) to instead make relevant a gradated metric of student assess-
ment. By downgrading T and F’s assessments of the student’s performance,
M is interactionally situating them within a graduated universe of student
assessment, one within which she is demonstrably oriented to “okay” and
“meeting standards” as complainables rather than as reassurance.

Example 9 is another instance in which a recipient of “okay” deployed as
the better of two alternative values participating in a binary metric does work
to instead make a gradated metric relevant. Unlike Example 8, however, in
Example 9 it is the caregiver (the student’s grandmother, abbreviated GM)
who offers “okay,” in this case as a candidate assessment of the student’s per-
formance, and the teacher (T) who does work in the wake of “okay” to make
a gradated metric relevant. At lines 1 through 5, T can be seen informing GM
that her seventh-grade grandson is in jeopardy of failing T’s class (the student
is earning “fifty-five percent”) due to his problem of doing his work but not
turning it in to T for credit. Reading from the student’s record in the grade
book, T displays to GM the zeros that indicate missing assignments. This ac-
tion prompts GM to inquire, at lines 7 and 8, about the quality of the assign-
ments (“thuh ones”) successfully turned in by the student.

(9) [1.TR.03.22.00]

1 T: A:ll these zeros he:re, (1.5) an’ thes:e (.) towards thee
2 end as we:ll, (0.5) are what brought im down to uh- uh
3 fifty-five percent. So we need to find a wa:y (1.5) tih
4 get him to- >not only tih do it< but tih get it (.) in to
5 my ha:nds. becaus::e ºlet’s seeº his: A B sixty fi:ve,=
6 ((AB–65 test))
7 GM: =tch! Well thuh ones thet he’s turning i:n.Are the:y (0.4)
8 → oka::y?=
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9 T: =They’re average.
10 GM: [Okay.]
11 T: [They ]’re- >Imean< ther- they show competence,
12 (1.4) 
13 T: Uh::m his A B sixty five score wuz a five.which is 
14 slightly below average¿=
15 GM: =ºMm hm.
16 T: U::h a::n that’s gonna be one uh thuh factors towards
17 >whether er not we recommend ‘im fer summer school.
18 (1.0)

GM asks, “Well thuh ones thet he’s turning i:n.Are the:y,” after which she
allows a 0.4-sec silence to develop. During this time, T could, but does not,
offer up his own assessment of the student’s assignments (see Lerner,
1991, 1996). GM can be seen and heard to be selecting her own assess-
ment before completing her utterance with “oka::y?.” GM is deploying
“okay” as the better of two alternative values participating in a binary met-
ric, offering it as a candidate assessment of the student’s performance on
his turned- in assignments for T to either confirm and accept or correct and
reject (see Pomerantz, 1988). GM is working to ascertain from T whether
or not they need to discuss remedial intervention regarding the quality of
the student’s successfully turned-in work in addition to their need to dis-
cuss remedial intervention regarding the quantity of the student’s turned-in
work (stated by T at lines 3–5, “So we need to find a wa:y (1.5) tih get him
to- >not only tih do it< but tih get it (.) in to my ha:nds.”).

In Example 2, presented earlier, a parent does something similar by
offering “okay” as a candidate assessment of her son’s performance (in a
first-pair part, turn-final position) for the teacher to confirm and accept or
correct and reject. (In Example 2, however, M’s assessment utterance at
line 5 is delivered in grammatically declarative form in such a way as to di-
rectly assess the student, whereas GM’s utterance at lines 7–8 in Example
9 is delivered in grammatically interrogative form in such a way as to
directly assess the turned-in assignments.) Though both caregivers’ usages
of “okay” initially make a default binary metric relevant, there is a marked
contrast between the way each teacher responds to (and deals with) this pro-
posed metric. Whereas in Example 2 T confirms and accepts M’s usage of
this binary metric in terminal overlap position, delivering her response as
“preferred” in Example 9, T delivers a “dispreferred” response, specifically
not confirming or accepting GM’s usage of “okay” as the better of two al-
ternative values participating in a binary metric.13
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Rather than delivering a type-conforming response (either a “yes” or
a “no”; see Raymond, 2000) to GM’s question offering “okay” as a candi-
date assessment of, and metric with which to assess the quality of the stu-
dent’s turned-in work, T recycles (in declarative form) GM’s “Are they [as-
sessment term]” frame in his response at lines 9 and 11, departing from the
constraints of GM’s question by saying, “They’re average” and “They’re-
>Imean< ther- they show competence.” T’s delivery of a nonconforming
and dispreferred response to GM’s question serves as evidence that he is
managing some trouble with, or misalignment between, the specific terms
of GM’s question as juxtaposed with his answer (ibid).

The source of this trouble or misalignment is not simply GM’s use of
the candidate assessment term “okay,” but more specifically, it is her invo-
cation of the default binary metric within which “okay” can be heard (by
the parties) to be participating. In and through his response, T does inter-
actional work to override the default binary metric employed by GM, re-
placing GM’s “oka::y” with his own assessment “average,” which he de-
livers as a downgrade relative to GM’s candidate assessment “okay.”14

T subsequently delivers “they show competence” (line 11), which may in
fact amount to a further downgrade of his own assessment (delivered at
line 9) of the quality of the student’s turned-in work. (In addition, by trans-
lating the student’s AB–65 test score with the assessment “slightly below
average¿” at lines 13 and 14, T is further populating the local interactional
context with yet another assessment that is downgraded relative to those
that preceded it.) By delivering these downgraded assessments in close, lo-
cal interactional and sequential proximity to GM’s “okay” assessment, T is
working to make a more gradated metric of student assessment relevant.
Within this local context, T’s delivery of a nonconforming, dispreferred re-
sponse is a method of contesting not only the discrete assessment term
“okay” embodied in GM’s question but also the metric it invokes. 

Indeed, T’s trouble with GM’s invocation of the default binary metric
is steeped in the local context in which these parties engage in their
calibration of and negotiation over which metric is relevant. T is on the
way to reporting trouble regarding the student’s AB–65 test score (which
he begins at line 5 and then resumes at lines 13–17), a problem requiring
remedial intervention (i.e., summer school). T is thus motivated to not de-
liver a “yes” to GM’s question as it is designed at lines 7 and 8, for a “yes”
response here would confirm that the student is “okay” (as a binary metric
value). This would indicate that the student has no problems requiring re-
medial intervention just at the point at which T is about to report that there
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is indeed another problem with the student requiring remedial interven-
tion. Thus, T can be seen working to override the default binary metric de-
ployed by GM at lines 7 and 8 to instead make a more gradated metric rel-
evant. T defers dealing with the “no intervention required” import carried
by GM’s candidate assessment “okay” (line 8) until lines 16 through 17, at
which point he invokes the possibility of required remedial intervention by
means of summer school. It is here that T demonstrates his understanding
of the import of GM’s usage of “okay,” providing an implicit account for
his rejection of her invocation of a binary (“okay” = “no intervention re-
quired”/ “not okay” = “intervention required”) metric. 

In their efforts to override the default binary metric made relevant by
a previous speaker’s usage of “okay,” parties can deploy, in close proxim-
ity to “okay,” relatively downgraded assessments (as seen in Examples 8
and 9) or relatively upgraded assessments, as in Example 10 (an extended
version of Example 5):

(10) [2.TR.03.22.00] (Lines 1–22 were previously presented as Example 5.)

1 T: =O:[hkay. Wel[l I(‘ve) got his A B=
2 M: [º(Oh-)º [<O k a y,>
3 T: =sixty five grade¿
4 (0.5)
5 M: ↑Oh [okay. ‘cause I haven’t s:een tha::t.
6 T: [So he gotta ni:ne,
7 And tha:t’s u:h (.) .hh that’s very good.
8 (.)
9 T: >Thu#h- eh- eh- D’yih know how they score tha:t, were you: 

10 (.) You weren’t here [fer thuh rubric.
.
. ((35 lines of explanation of rubric omitted))
.
11 T: [An then a two::, one er a zero .hhh 
12 demonstrates some <major (.) problems.>
13 M: Uh huh,=
14 T: =Thet need- y’know need assistance. .hh=
15 M: =O:[ka::y.
16 T: [So if he had scored a combi:ned total of fi:ve he
17 would’ve ha::d .hh (.) he w- b- recommended (0.3) at 
18 least to be looked at fer summer schoo:l.
19 M: Ri::ght. Oka:y.
20 T: [U::h depending on whe-
21 M: → [So at this point in time we’re ok(h)a[::y.
22 T: [>Yeah.At this point
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23 he scored a nine.So [he’s: he’s in really=
24 M: [O:kay.
25 T: =good shape there.
26 M: Okay¿

As previously mentioned, M makes a binary metric relevant with her talk at
line 21, deploying “ok(h)a::y” as the better of two alternative values in her
formulation of the upshot of T’s preceding score explanations and assess-
ments of her son’s score. M does this to register her understanding that the
contingencies mentioned by T at lines 16 through 18 do not apply to her son.

At line 22, T first agrees with M’s candidate assessment by saying
“Yeah,” but he then rushes through a possible transition relevance place to
secure a second turn constructional unit (TCU), beginning this second
TCU by repeating much, but not all, of M’s immediately preceding utter-
ance. T specifically does not repeat the assessment deployed by M. Rather
than using his partial repeat to confirm and accept M’s candidate assess-
ment “okay” and the binary metric it invokes, T instead uses it to frame his
reformulation of the latter portion of M’s prior utterance (“we’re
ok(h)a::y.”). T first reiterates the student’s numerical score (which he first
announced at line 6), working to resituate it within the rubric (a type of
gradated metric) he had just been explaining in detail to M (much of this
explanation occurs in the omitted 35 lines of transcript). T then rushes
through the next possible transition relevance place to secure a third TCU,
in and through which he once again translates this score into an assessment
(T first translated the student’s score into an assessment of that score at line
7). This time, he directly assesses the student (rather than the score): “So
he’s: he’s in really good shape there.” Rather than allowing M’s immedi-
ately preceding utterance to stand as the last word on, or final assessment
of, the student’s test score (which would have most likely led to sequence
closure), T deploys (or redeploys) this relatively upgraded assessment to
override the default binary metric previously employed by M, working to
instead make a gradated metric relevant.

In Examples 8 through 10, recipients of “okay” assessments (or equi-
valent-to-“okay” assessments, as is the case in Example 8) deployed as the
better of two alternative values have, in the various ways analyzed previ-
ously, resisted accepting or ratifying the default binary metric made rele-
vant in and through these “okays.” They did this by doing interactional
work in their very next turns at talk to instead make relevant a gradated
metric of student assessment. These examples thus demonstrate that it is
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possible for parties to move, within a local sequential and interactional
context, from a binary metric to a gradated metric of student assessment. 

Example 7 demonstrates that it is also possible for a single party to move
from a gradated metric to a binary metric. Rather than having to do work to
override the default binary metric made relevant by an already delivered
“okay” assessment (deployed by a different prior speaker as the better of two
alternative values), T instead delivers her own “okay” assessment in the wake
of her immediately preceding turn at talk in which she had just delivered
“well” as an assessment of the student, creating a local environment in which
a gradated metric is already (hearably) relevant and operative. (As previously
noted, T’s “okay” assessment of the student’s performance delivered at line 
3 is therefore hearable as a downgraded assessment relative to “well.”) When
T delivers her next “okay” assessment of the student at lines 22 and 23 (“.hh
So ↑some of ‘em he did “okay” on, ºsome of ‘em he didn’t.”), she makes the
binary metric that she is using at that moment explicit by delineating its two
participant values.15 Although her assessment at lines 22 and 23 is not deliv-
ered in close, local interactional and sequential proximity to other assess-
ments that are directly hearable as relatively upgraded or downgraded (since
T delivers her assessment utterance at lines 22–23 after intervening talk
spanning from lines 8–20, which puts turn distance between it and her earlier
assessments at lines 1, 3, and 5–6), T displays a sensitivity to the potential am-
biguity regarding which of the two metrics she is indeed employing. T 
designs this utterance to explicitly disambiguate which metric she is, and in-
tends her recipient to understand her to be, making relevant.

Thus, all of the examples presented to this point have shown the par-
ties producing these two metrics serially, one after and distinguished from
the  other. In the next and final exemplar, however, these two metrics ap-
pear to run parallel.

Throughout the conference from which Example 11 is excerpted, M
has received a series of favorable assessments of her son from T (e.g., “he’s
really one uh thuh- one uh thuh stars in the class”; “He’s- doin’ really
well”). As their interaction is winding down, M delivers a summary for-
mulation of her understanding of T’s assessments thus far of the student.
This is seen beginning at line 1:

(11) [2.TR.03.22.00]

1 M: Well it sou[nds:: (.) good with me::. Like I said=
2 T: [º(A’right)º
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3 M: =I didn’t think there were really any
4 [big pro::blems.But it’s good tih hea:r thet he’s=
5 T: [No:. He’s:- He’s doin’ really we(hh!)ll.
6 M: → =doing oka::y.↑Alri::ght.
7 M: .hh [Well   I  think that would be it the::n.
8 T: [ºVery goodº
9 M: [Oka:y.

10 T: [Alri:ght.=
11 M: =Well thank you for your ti::me,=
12 T: =My pleasure. ((Both M and T stand up))

At line 1, M first delivers an evidential formulation of how T’s reports and
assessments of the student throughout the duration of the conference have
sounded to her. Instead of portraying the assessment of the student as a di-
rect description of reality, M is alluding to the sensory evidence on which
the assessment is based by employing the evidential verb “sounds” (Chafe
& Nichols, 1986). This verbal construction encodes “a reference to an ob-
servational and inferential process,” marking the assessment “as a conclu-
sion that arises from the information that has been made available” by T to
M rather than claiming that M is directly assessing the sum total of the as-
sessments of her son throughout the conference (Peräkylä, 1998).

M then goes on to say, “Like I said I didn’t think there were really any big
pro::blems. But,” referencing a statement she had made about her son at the
very beginning of the conference interaction: “there (.) really wasn’t any u:m
(.) ca:use for conce::rn.” Here then M is reiterating this sentiment, reformu-
lating it as a means of conveying to T that his assessments of her son came as
no surprise and essentially confirmed her suspicions and expectations about
how her son is doing. By including “but” after “pro::blems” at line 4, M is
conveying that even though she basically had her suspicions and expectations
about how her son is doing confirmed by T’s assessments (and thus did not
learn anything unexpected), it is still or nonetheless “good” (line 4; i.e.,
worthwhile) that she came to the conference “tih hea:r thet he’s doing oka::y.”

As seen in previous exemplars, M is deploying “okay” as the better of
two alternative values participating in a binary metric, moving for or
proposing sequence closure by demonstrating her understanding that her
son is not having any big problems (lines 3–4) and thus does not require re-
medial attention or intervention. M is also displaying her orientation to this
type of “okay” as a reassuring (or good) assessment to hear (line 4) from T.
(This is by no means the only way parents and caregivers can orient to the bi-
nary metric invoked by this type of “okay.” For a contrast, see Example 8.)
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M’s talk at line 4 and T’s talk at line 5 are in overlap competition.
While M is on the way to formulating her summary of T’s assessments of
the student, T is delivering, in response to M, his own summary assess-
ment of the student. Aided by M’s “Like I said” TCU beginning (which, as
stated above, reinvokes her statement, “there (.) really wasn’t any u:m (.)
ca:use for conce::rn,” which she delivered about her son at the beginning
of the conference), T anticipates the trajectory projected by M’s partial ut-
terance (“Like I said I didn’t think there were really any”). T is apparently
able to recognize and respond to the general thrust of M’s talk in progress
(Jefferson, 1984). At line 5, T can be seen first agreeing with the thrust of
M’s projected utterance (with “No:.”) and then going on to deliver his own
global assessment of the student’s performance, “He’s:- He’s doin’ really
we(hh!)ll.” In this utterance, T delivers his assessment of how the student
is doing (“really we(hh!)ll.”) just after M has referred to her son’s per-
formance as indicating an absence of “any big pro::blems.” As demon-
strated by data presented earlier (recall the discussion of explicated okay),
this is a way of implicitly invoking a default binary metric. Thus, at line 5,
T can be seen working to override this default binary metric, instead mak-
ing a gradated metric relevant by deploying the relatively upgraded assess-
ment “really well” in close, local interactional and sequential proximity to
M’s assessment-in-progress. 

While T delivers this upgraded assessment of the student, however, M
rushes through a transition relevance place to continue to produce her own
summary assessment of the student’s performance. One notable feature of
the overlap between M and T is that it extends beyond the initial 3 to 4 beats
that represent “quick resolution” (Schegloff, 2000b). T persists with his talk
at line 5 until completion, and M persists throughout line 4, emerging into
the clear and continuing at line 6 until she, too, reaches completion.

Persistence in the beat-by-beat development of the simultaneous talk is one way a
speaker has of displaying that SOME interest(s) is/are being pursued, and that identi-
fication of the interest(s) may be possible for the coparticipants in that local setting,
in that moment. (Schegloff, 2000b, p. 24)

At line 5, as already noted, T seems “interested” in persisting to make
a gradated metric relevant, working to provide an upgraded assessment of
the student’s overall performance in his efforts to end this conference in-
teraction on the highest “up note” possible. (For further evidence that
teachers are indeed specifically and directly concerned to end conference
interactions on an upbeat tenor in relation to the student, see Pillet, 2001.)
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Reciprocally, M seems “interested” in persisting to keep a binary met-
ric relevant, emerging into the clear to continue her already in progress for-
mulation of the student’s performance as indicating that “he’s doing
oka::y.” M chooses not to modify this assessment or formulation by refer-
ence to T’s “He’s doin’ really we(hh!)ll.,” apparently persisting with a
binary metric to parlay its gross level of assessment granularity (cf.
Schegloff, 2000a). This binary metric enables M to assess her son with the
best of two alternative values rather than having to upgrade, repeat, or
downgrade T’s assessment. M is thus able to present herself as relatively
restrained or conservative when it comes to delivering laudatory com-
ments about her son.16

Thus, in contrast to Examples 7 through 10 in which the parties could
be seen moving from one metric to the other serially, Example 11 provides
an opportunity to see the two coparticipants independently working to
make each of the metrics presented and analyzed in this article relevant so
that they run parallel to one another. Rather than cooperating with T’s work
to effect a transition from a binary metric to a gradated metric, M persists
with a binary metric, producing a situation in which the two metrics can be
seen competing for local sequential and interactional relevance.

DISCUSSION

“Okay” has been shown to be directly and overtly relevant to and for
the parties and the activities in which they are engaged within these 
parent–teacher conference interactions. Parties use default binary “okay” as
a resource in and through which they deliver summary assessments of stu-
dent performance, working to propose sequence closure and/or closure of
the parent–teacher conference interaction as a whole17,18 (cf. Schegloff,
1995). Offering “okay” as a candidate summary assessment of students’
performance, parents display their own understandings of how their chil-
dren are doing in teachers’ classes, inviting teachers to confirm and agree
with their assessments. Securing agreement and confirmation from teach-
ers, parents are able to walk away from these conference interactions with
the summary understanding that their children require no remedial inter-
vention. When used by teachers, “okay” similarly works to provide a “no
problem” summary assessment to parents about how students are doing,
conveying to them that they need not intervene with remedial attention.
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This function of “okay” enables teachers to proceed to the next matter within
conference interactions. The parties thus appear to systematically term a
student’s performance “okay” as a means of establishing that nothing more
needs to be said or done (no further discussion or remedial intervention is
required) in general or regarding a specified subject area or sub-area. A re-
cipient of an “okay” assessment can, however, resist accepting or ratifying
the default binary metric it invokes by doing interactional work to instead
make a gradated metric of student assessment relevant.

This article has provided evidence that within the context of the
parent–teacher conference, “okay” participates both in a binary metric in
which it ranks as the better of two alternative values and in a gradated met-
ric in which it is situated among a larger set of assessments.19 Parties seem
to know which metric is relevant at any given moment by monitoring for
other assessments that may be hearable as upgraded or downgraded rela-
tive to “okay.” If these other relatively upgraded or downgraded assess-
ments are not present in the immediately surrounding talk, “okay” appears
to be produced and understood, by default, as part of a binary metric. If
these other relatively upgraded or downgraded assessments are present,
however, then “okay” is produced, heard, and understood relative to other
values within a gradated metric of assessment.

But why does metric matter? It matters because it is relevant to and for
the parties and thus can serve as yet another tool in the conversation ana-
lytic toolbox enabling a more textured, robust analysis of how assessments
are used. The existence of two alternative metrics of assessment 
allows the coparticipants to align with one another by cooperating in the
adoption of the same metric; alternatively, coparticipants can choose to
adopt divergent metrics.

Given the finding that “okay” participates in both a binary and a gra-
dated metric of student assessment, one might ask, Why is it that parties’
default orientation to “okay” is as part of a binary metric? It is possible
that parties use the binary metric as a resource to deal with certain (poten-
tial or actual) problems. Engaging in many different parent–teacher con-
ference interactions within a relatively short time span, teachers may be
unable to fully anticipate parents’ expectations for their children’s aca-
demic performance, making it difficult to predict the types of assessments
that parents will treat as “good to hear” or “bad to hear” (e.g., it may not
be possible for a teacher to anticipate whether a parent will treat a stu-
dent’s B letter grade as cause for celebration or complaint). To deal with
this uncertainty and minimize the risk of potential conflict with parents,
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teachers may choose, where reasonable, to use a metric of assessment
that operates on a relatively gross level of granularity. Binary “okay”/
“not okay” provides such a gross metric, enabling teachers to deliver
clearly favorable (or clearly unfavorable) assessments of students, per-
haps in an attempt to circumvent the extra interactional work potentially
implicated in making finer distinctions among assessments. Parents also
may use this binary metric to parlay its gross level of granularity, offer-
ing candidate assessments of their children that appear neither overly
critical nor overly laudatory. Thus, there may be good reasons for par-
ties’ default orientation to “okay” being as a value that participates in a
binary metric of student assessment.20

By interactionally situating “okay” as a value within either a binary or
a gradated metric, parties imbue it with a locally calibrated valence that
can directly impact the social and educational lives of children.

NOTES

1 Although literature exists on communication in parent–teacher conferences, a pre-
ponderance of it is prescriptive, replete with recommendations—the analytical
grounds of which are not always clear—targeting both parents and teachers about how
each should prepare for and conduct themselves within the conference setting (Faber
& Mazlish, 1995; Fuller & Olsen, 1998; Lawler, 1991; Mcloughlin, 1987; Newman,
1997; Rotter, Robinson, & Fey, 1987; Studer, 1993; Swiderek, 1997). For previous
work that takes an empirical, descriptive approach toward the analysis of these con-
ferences, see Baker & Keogh, 1995, 1997; Pillet, 2001; Randall, 1991; and Silverman,
Baker, and Keogh, 1998. The ongoing research supporting this article employs the
largest and most diverse corpus of parent–teacher conference data, including both
audio- and videotaped interactions.

2 For the purposes of this article, “assessing” will be used to refer to the activity re-
ferred to in previous conversation analytic work as “assessing” and “evaluating” (e.g.,
Goodwin & Goodwin, 1992). It is beyond the purview of this investigation to prob-
lematize whether or not assessing and evaluating are indeed the same activity or are
analytically distinct activities.

3 Remediation (and its variants, such as remedial intervention) is used in this article to
refer to any type of action or intervention used to ameliorate any issue, problem, or
trouble with a student, regardless of that student’s academic standing or achievement.
It is not intended to invoke its more colloquial, conventional, and perhaps bureaucratic
connotation, which is usually applied only to students falling significantly below av-
erage and thus in need of significant correction or instruction to improve study habits
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or general competence. In the present investigation, students at all levels of achieve-
ment may still be understood to require remediation.

4 Indeed, “okay” has various usages. According to Read (1963a, 1963b), to whom the
etymology of “okay” has been attributed, “okay” was first recorded in 1839 as an ab-
breviation of “oll korrect” or “OK”—a slang respelling of the initial letters of “all
correct” deliberately and facetiously misspelled and mispronounced. “Okay” has
since come to be used as a noun, indicating approval or endorsement (e.g., the report
received the okay); as a transitive verb, meaning to endorse, approve, or authorize
(e.g., the review board okayed the documents); and also as an exclamation express-
ing agreement. It is its usage as an adjective or adverb, functioning as an assessment,
that is examined in this article.

5 All names appearing in data fragments are pseudonyms.

6 For an investigation of the interactional consequences of “okay” deployed as a prosod-
ically adjusted acknowledgment token, see Beach, 2001.

7 Where possible throughout this article, the author has included exemplars of parents
or caregivers and teachers using each type of “okay” presented and analyzed.

8 Indeed, the doubling of T’s “uh huh’s” at lines 6 and 8 and M’s “okays” at lines 7 and
9 (each with its own intonation contour) may be done by the coparticipants (perhaps
paradoxically or counterintuitively) to achieve quick exit or sequence closure. It is
also possible that M’s doubling and quick deployment of her sequence-closing third
tokens at lines 7 and 9 (M’s first “okay” comes right on the heels of T’s first “uh huh”)
indexes M’s orientation to her just prior request for an assessment from T as delicate,
for it pertains to her son Justin who is not the focus of this conference. In and through
their talk throughout this conference, M and T demonstrate that it is M’s other son
Kevin who is the appropriate focus of attention and discussion. Thus, it is possible
that M is treating her request as delicate because it takes (or proposes to take) T mo-
mentarily off track. Leading up to M’s utterance at line 5, T had been reporting on
Kevin, and immediately following this sequence, they return their discussion back to
Kevin.

9 The word “equi-valent” is separated via hyphen into its two component parts to un-
derscore that it is being used to refer to an assessment that is equal in valence or value
to another assessment. Thus, an assessment that is equi-valent to another assessment
is not hearable as an upgrade or downgrade relative to that assessment.

10 Indeed, M may be invoking this binary metric to specifically parlay the gross level of
assessment granularity on which it operates. For a brief consideration of why M might
be interested in making a binary metric relevant, see the analysis of Example 11 and
Note 16.

11 The potential ambiguity regarding which of these two distinct metrics are relevant and
in use seems to be one important factor contributing to the specific turn design of T’s
utterance at lines 22 through 23; see further analysis of Example 7 between the analy-
ses of Examples 10 and 11 in this section.
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12 It also appears possible for parties to make a gradated metric of assessment relevant
through lexical, intonational, or prosodic qualification of “okay,” but this will have to
be explored in a subsequent article. 

13 There may be another similarity between Examples 2 and 9: It is possible that GM’s
0.4-sec pause at line 7, her sound stretch on “oka::y” at line 8, and her on-time deliv-
ery of her sequence-closing third token at line 10 index GM’s orientation to her request
for an assessment from T (lines 7–8) as delicate (see Note 8). GM may be treating her
request as delicate because it takes (or proposes to take) T momentarily off track, lead-
ing up to GM’s utterance at lines 7 and 8, T has just announced his next assessable, the
student’s AB–65 test, and T is hearably (his utterance at line 5 is grammatically and in-
tonationally not complete) in the midst of delivering, or about to deliver, more about
this assessable. Once he is finished with his response to GM’s request or question, T re-
turns to the business of assessing the student’s AB–65 test (starting at line 13).

14 T delivers this replacement as a downgrade in part through his facial expression and
body behavior. He delivers “They’re average” with an accompanying hand gesture, a
rotation at the wrist of his left hand which is apparently deployed to convey “comme
ci, comme ça’” (so-so, middling) or a less than enthusiastic “kind of.” His facial ex-
pression also resembles a grimace, a tightening of the skin around or squinting of the
eyes. These complement his intonation, which works to convey his orientation to 
“average” as a compromise word, one which disagrees with GM’s candidate assess-
ment but in a mitigated way.

15 It may be possible to further discriminate the different ways parties can depart from
the default binary metric of student assessment. On the one hand, they can employ a
metric that is nonbinary as a result of being the product of an aggregation of multiple
binary metrics (seen Example 7, lines 22–23). On the other hand, they can employ a
metric that is nonbinary as a result of at least one of the coparticipants choosing not to
accept the default binary metric as adequate, instead working to invoke a gradated
metric (seen Examples 8–10).

16 In data not examined in this article, the author has found evidence that parents and
caregivers are oriented to the need to manage the delivery of laudatory comments
about their own children, for praise of students and children can be treated by the co-
participants as akin to praise of parents and caregivers. The following data fragment
exemplifies M’s (the mother’s) orientation to needing to manage the delivery of lauda-
tory comments about her own child lest she be regarded by the teacher (T) and the re-
searcher (R) as a braggart. Shortly after arriving to the conference, M expresses con-
cern to T and R that there may not be anything to talk about during the conference,
after which she provides the following account:

[2.TR.03.22.00]

1 M: yihkno:w ‘cause I mean
2 Jason ha:s like a <four point o:[:h.> 
3 R: [tch! ↑Oh yeah!=
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4 T: =Oh he’s-=
5 M: =G.P.A.[I mean:
6 T: [doin’ very well.=
7 R: =[Yeah.
8 M: =[which I’m not bra:gging but I’m jus’
9 sa:yin[g (.) there (.) really wasn’t any u:m (.)

10 R: [↑No![Never. huuuh!      Hih      hih      hih
11 T: [£Bra::g.        huh                   Bra::g!
12 M: ca:use for conce::rn he::re.

With her insistence that she is not bragging at line 8, M is explicitly addressing the
possibility that, though her utterance (at lines 1–2 and 5) is simply asserting a favor-
able fact about her son (his “G.P.A.” or grade point average), it is vulnerable to being
heard as an overly laudatory comment about her own child and indeed, perhaps even
as a self-glorifying or self-congratulating comment. A subsequent article by this au-
thor will detail parents’ manifest concern to manage the delivery and receipt of such
favorable comments about and assessments of their children.

17 There appears to be a possible convergence between these findings and those of
other conversation analytic works on the occurrence of “okay” in ordinary conver-
sation (mentioned at the beginning of this article). Previous treatment of “okay” as
an assessment has focused particularly on its deployment as a response to the
“howareyou” question (addressing the current state of the recipient, oftentimes so-
liciting a self-assessment) in the context of the openings of telephone conversations
(Jefferson, 1980; Sacks, 1975; Schegloff, 1986). As proposed by Sacks and eluci-
dated by Schegloff, answers to the “howareyou” question “appear to be organized
into three sets, positive (“terrific”, “really good”), negative (“awful”, “terrible”),
and neutral (“fine”, “O.K.”) . . . . Answers of different types engender different se-
quential courses. Neutral responses are closure relevant. They take the tack that talk
along those lines is not to be pursued now. Ordinarily, talk then proceeds to a next
sequence” (Schegloff, 1986, p. 129).

The observation that “okay” is closure relevant when delivered as a neutral re-
sponse (in prosody and style) to the “howareyou” question (i.e., the recipient of an
“okay” response need not request an account for or engage in talk on the response and
thus need not intervene) is strikingly similar (even though sequentially differently
placed) to the finding of this article that a default binary “okay” assessment of a stu-
dent connotes no intervention required and thus (if accepted by its recipient) recur-
rently leads to sequence closure. It is, however, important to register a fundamental
analytic distinction directly implicated by the findings of this article: Whereas “okay”
may be a sequentially neutral assessment (i.e., no further discussion is required), its us-
age within parent–teacher conference interactions suggests that it is not a substantively
neutral assessment (i.e., the valence or charge it carries and the stance it takes up to-
ward the assessable student).
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18 Some readers of earlier versions of this article have suggested that “okay” deployed as
an assessment (upon which this article is focused) should be connected to “okay” de-
ployed as a sequence-closing item (discussed in Beach, 1993). These two usages, how-
ever, do not seem comparable nor aptly juxtaposed due to the fact that they are each de-
ployed in analytically distinct sequential positions (e.g., sequence-closing “okay” is
recurrently delivered in third position), and they each accomplish analytically distinct
interactional jobs (e.g., whereas the former assesses an individual, the latter moves to
close a sequence, which is not to be confused with assessing that sequence as “okay”).

19 The author has seen data, drawn from a different interactional environment, which
seem to suggest that the findings of this article may be applicable to contexts beyond
that of the parent–teacher conference. As part of a paper delivered at the 2002 annual
meeting of the National Communication Association, Pomerantz and Rintel presented
data in which medical staff (e.g., physicians, medical assistants, nurses) measured pa-
tients’ vital signs (e.g., blood pressure, temperature). They noted that patients and staff
are not always aligned in their interests regarding these measurements. For example,
subsequent to measuring a patient’s blood pressure, medical staff may assess that
measurement (e.g., “Your blood pressure’s okay”) without stating the raw data or nu-
merical measurement (e.g., 120 over 80) that led to that assessment. Patients may,
however, go on to seek this information, demonstrating interest in the numerical
measurement. Based upon a preliminary exposure to these data, it appears that multi-
ple metrics may also be at work within this medical setting. For example, in the situa-
tion described above, although the medical staff person invokes a binary metric by as-
sessing or interpreting the patient’s blood pressure measurement as unproblematic (at
least from a medical standpoint, meaning that they may move on to a next agenda
item), the patient seeks a report of the raw numerical measurement, requesting this
finer, more differentiated level of granularity.

20 In addition to the data mentioned in Note 19, the author has also seen ethnographic
data suggesting that multiple metrics of assessment may be at work in yet another
interactional context, one in which, like parent–teacher conferences, parties may
initially orient to a binary metric before utilizing a gradated metric as a means of
dealing with practical, organizational problems. In his study of juvenile courts,
Emerson (1969) found that although every delinquency complaint represents a plea
that the court “do something” to remedy or alleviate “trouble” with a juvenile, the
court must separate cases in which there is “real” trouble “from those where the
‘trouble’ is ‘mild’ or ‘normal,’ requiring little attention” (p. 83–84). The court thus
sorts delinquency cases in two distinct phases: First, it separates troubled cases
(which require special handling) from untroubled cases (which may simply be let
go); second, in a subsequent sorting, the court distinguishes among those cases that
require special handling, assessing each juvenile’s “moral character” as a means
through which they determine “what kind of special handling is relevant” (Emerson,
1969, p. 90). In this context, it appears that the court is employing a binary metric
(“trouble”/ “no trouble”) to do its first round of organizational sorting, and then em-
ploying a more gradated, differentiated metric to accomplish its second round of or-
ganizational sorting.
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